
WRITE A 6 DIGIT NUMBER USING WORDS TO MAKE A PICTURE

Using words to write short numbers makes your writing look clean and classy. Do you see how many of them look just
like the numbers above, plus "teen" at the end? "Sixteen" (16) just means "six and ten" (6 + 10). 10 = ten; 11 = eleven
We can tell what each digit in a number means based on where it is. Here's what the .

The student can click on the speaker icon to hear the number being spoken. Notes regarding working with
place value equipment. You will also learn how to write whole numbers in words, standard form, and
expanded form based on the place values of their digits. Start from one and click through the numbers so the
students can see the colour change at the 6th cube. A number will appear in words in the box for the student to
build using the place value equipment. Ensure that you try enough examples that students see that the second
feedback provided by the computer indicates which column their error is in. Working with the learning object
with students Model your own number Show students the learning object and explain that it provides a model
for representing numbers using place value equipment. The position of each digit in a number tells its value, or
place value. Make sure students understand a how a zero digit in a number is represented. Again the colour of
the place value columns matches the colour of the columns in the chosen representations. Students will also
benefit from exploring place value with a range of equipment including place value blocks, numeracy money,
and a place value abacus. To understand what a number really means, you need to understand what the digits
represent in a given number. Ask the student if it is same as what they said. If place value knowledge to is
secure move onto working with the 6 digit object. Ask a student to use the arrow keys to build the number.
This activity can be expnaded by including two dice one with place value amounts and one with addition and
subtraction signs so that a student creates a number rolls an operation and a place value amount and adjusts
their model to reflect the new amount. Repeat this by zooming out and using the same procedure with the
thousands, ten thousands and hundred thousands. Working with the object with students Model a Given
Number Click on the die at the bottom left of the screen. Use the up and down buttons at the top of the screen
to show students how to make a number. Ask them to find the highest and lowest number advertised or
estimate what the two highest prices would be if they were added togteher. Introduction Mathematics involves
solving problems that involve numbers. Would it make more of a difference if the 8 was off by 1 or if the 4
was off by 1? We will work with whole numbers , which are any of the numbers 0, 1, 2, 3, and so on. Show
the students how it is possible to zoom in and out by clicking on the magnifying glass icon. Home Link
Family and Whanau, This week we have been exploring very large numbers using a digital learning object.
The learning object provides a variety models to help students visualize the place value columns. Modeling
Numbers: 6-digit numbers Prior to using the Modeling Numbers: 6 digit numbers Learning Objects The
learning object Modeling Numbers: 3-digit numbers is very similar but only has 3 digits. Ask the students
what they think will happen when you make the number  This kind of practice can also be done with papers
like Auto Trader and asking them to read the prices of cars. Then they can check their estimates on a
calculator. There are a number of ways to explore place value concepts. It would be useful to review this
object with students first. All numbers are made up of one or more digits. Numbers such as 2 have one digit,
whereas numbers such as 89 have two digits. Click the right arrow at the bottom of the screen to see the
number represented using a place value house, or in standard form or represented on a three bar abacus. Watch
as the 10 cubes join to make a rod and slide into the tens column. Using the left and right arrows the students
can choose how to represent the number. They create a number with equipment, roll the die and then describe
what will change in the digits and nin the model when it increases by the rolled amount. You may wish to
explain these different representations to the students. You can also create dice that students roll to increase or
decrease their number by a place value amout such as : 10, , etc. Ask the students what they think will happen
if you count backwards 11, 10, 9. It is important for students to be able to read these large numbers and
understand place value up to a million and beyond.


